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Re:

Amendments to Rule 9, Section 10
No.A DM2018-02186

❑ear Mr. Hivner:
This letter is offering written comments as to amendments to Rule 9 Section 10 wherein the
Supreme Court wishes to require an electronic form to be submitted as to compliance with Rule
9 Section 10 and wishes to require all annual fees paid to the Board pursuant to this rule shall be
paid electronically through the Board's Attorney Portal.
1 am totally opposed to any form of mandatory electronic filing. There are still a substantial
number of (probably older) attorneys that do not necessarily wish to conduct all their business
electronically over the internet. 1 am one of those attorneys.
1 am not comfortable with the electronic communication system as it gives rise to opportunities
for identity theft and other forms of electronic data breaches and problems.
1 do not pay any of my bills (except in unusual situations) electronically. 1 always demand an
invoice and pay by check.
1 am also the City Judge and Recorder for the Town of Oliver Springs (municipal and general
sessions criminal jurisdiction by private act). As an elected official, I have to file an ethics
disclosure in January of every year, which is, generally speaking, a mandatory electronic filing,
Several of those years I have attempted to file in early January, but the computer system at the
appropriate office in Nashville was down, and my paralegal and 1 spent several hours of my
valuable time attempting to file a one page form. This computer filing requirement became a
waste of my time. Note that I said "my paralegal and 1," as I depend on my paralegal for all of
my electronic communication and internet activities, as 1 am "computer illiterate." I had been
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able to file a paper document, I would have taken ten or fifteen minutes, filed out the paper, and
mailed it.
I just do not trust electronic filing and I am not comfortable with mandatory electronic filing.
I would respectfully request that the rule be modified to allow either a paper form filing or an
electronic form filing.
1 further do not think that all notices required or permitted to be served must be served
electronically for the same reasons. My paralegal and I have experienced numerous occasions
where the electronic communication is "sent" but is not "received." In view of the problems I
have experienced, if 1 send something electronically of great importance, 1 generally follow it up
with a written mail transmission also.
I believe the correct solution is to allow both a paper document filing and an electronic filing.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me.
I shall appreciate any kind consideration that you will give my views in this letter.
Sincerely,
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Dear Clerk,
In my opinion, it is not yet time to require attorneys to file their annual registration and pay their
annual fees electronically. It is still easier for me to pay by check. Our firm does not have a
business credit card because we have decided the risk of abuse outweighs the convenience. We
make online payments using each attorney's personal credit card and then reimburse the attorney
by check. This is how we file and pay for our clients with the Secretary of State online,for
example. The Secretary of State offers an online print and pay by check option, which we use with
some clients and situations. I suppose if electronic options like PayPal and Venmoe are offered
under the rule, I might get on board.
If electronic payment is somehow favorable to the Court or BPR,it seems some incentive should
be offered to the attorneys for using that option. If bad checks are a problem, it seems some
penalty should be imposed for bad checks.
I expect in a few years we will all be using Venmo or some other online payment vendor. We are
not there yet.
Randy
J. Randall Hooper
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